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I booked tickets for the puppets at Nottingham Castle 26/06/21 costing £13.00 each, if you
are a resident of the City you can apply a 10% discount code. From what I could
determine there wasn’t a schedule of performances, the puppeteers just performed when
they saw an audience.

I also booked a couple of Free shows, The Jam Makers, this is an animated story about
people in a village, the author Megan Wall gave demonstrations of how she constructed
the pictures on an over head projector, on acetate sheets much like Susan Baker created
her cyanotype photograms in last months Newsletter.

I enjoyed the creativity that went into the puppets and the way the puppeteers told their
stories dynamically incorporating the audiences requests, see photos.

The UK government has extended the current lock-down restrictions until July 19th, with
some adjustments to attendants at weddings and funerals, cinemas and theatre audience
restricted to 50% capacity, some sporting and entertainment will be allowed as a pilot
event, pubs and restaurants can operate table service only, night clubs remain closed,
wearing face masks indoors and social distancing still remain a mandatory obligation.

Megan Wall’s animation is simplistic in black
and white but the story is thought provoking,
see photos of her slides and look out for her
work at www.meganroseillustration.com .

www.city-arts.org.uk



This month’s article is from BCC,s webmaster John Tanner,
John read my review of the various ways we can store our
images and was inspired to give you all more detail about
how to obtain and use this Free resource, over to you John.

Following on from May’s review of online storage sources, I thought it would be a good
idea to look at some of them in more detail. This month, I’ll be focusing on Amazon
Prime. This review is based on using Amazon Prime on Windows, Android and Linux. I
don’t have any Apple devices, so while I’ve no doubt you can
use it from your iPad, iPhone or Mac, I can’t review it. There
are web interfaces available on all platforms and also specific
apps for Windows and Android.

You may not realise that if you have subscribed to Amazon Prime in order to get faster
delivery of your purchases or to watch The Grand Tour, you also get “unlimited” photo
storage online. As far as I am aware, it really is unlimited for files that Amazon regards
as still photos, e.g. jpegs, raw files and the associated files such as xmp files that some
Adobe products add. But it’s not unlimited for video files. You get a certain amount free,
but it’s quite easy to fill this up. At this point you have to pay for more video storage.

If you search for “amazon photos” on the Amazon home page, you get
a page that shows various app icons, choose the Amazon Photos app
(the latest dated version).

A page opens with technical details and reviews, some of these reviews refer to the app
being downloaded to the Amazon Firestick, there’s a drop-down box on the right of the
page entitled “deliver to” open this drop-down box and choose Cloud Only and click
deliver, you arrive at another page thanking you for down-loading the app, I also have
the app installed on my Windows pc and my Android devices. Because I did this a while
ago, I can’t remember the exact process I went through, but presumably you need to
have your Amazon Prime login details available when you do it. In the
normal style of these apps, they remember the login details so I don’t
have to enter them each time I use them.

On Windows at least, the backup program can just be left running.
There is one issue with this, which is that if you have a file in one
place and then move it, it may get backed up twice, as separate files. To avoid this, you
can control when the backup program runs. This is quite easy to do and I would
recommend it. Amazon doesn’t seem to modify the files in any way, unlike, say,
Facebook, which strips metadata and compresses files. Of course, this means that
unless you have a fast internet connection (and the relevant speed here is the upload
speed, not the download speed), it can take a while to backup a load of raw files. This
is presumably true for all such services though. As far as I can see, Amazon ignores any
folder structure that you may have put your files into. The apps seem to be quite
reliable.



Once the photos are in the cloud, you can view them. There are search facilities, e.g. by
date or location (if your files are geotagged). It also does automatic face recognition and
you can search by the results. This would be better if it wasn’t hilariously bad at
recognising faces. To be fair, it gets it right most, but not all, of the time. Once it’s
determined who a face is, it is then apparently impossible to correct it if it’s wrong (I’m

not the only person who’s complained to Amazon about this).

One of the best features is the ability to specify that certain
photos should be grouped into albums, although you have to do
this manually. You can then make these albums visible to

others, e.g. by sharing a link to them. There is some control over what access rights
people have to the albums; they can, for example, download the full resolution images.
There doesn’t appear to be a facility for people to comment on the photos though.

In summary, with a bit of care, it works for me. Pluses: free storage for unlimited still
photos (assuming you’re subscribing to Amazon Prime in the first place), ability to share
albums. Minuses: having to pay for extra movie storage and the inability to correct face
identifications.

Please write with your comments or experience on any photographic topic to share with
the members of Beeston Camera Club to bcc.newsletter@protonmail.com

I would like to tell you about a club competition we at Long Eaton Camera Club have run
for 30 years or more. It used to be called “One Roll Competition”. With a roll of slide film
on a given night, in say Derby City Centre, you’d take a picture of a clock at 7pm in the
adjudicator's car. Then you had 2 hours to take 20 pictures, you returned by 9pm and
handed in the processed paid films which were returned to the adjudicator. The first time
we would have see the pictures was on the night of the competition.

Today we still run the competition, which is now called “One Card Competition” but it’s
the same principle, the first 20 images on your card are in the competition which are
handed to the adjudicator on the night and you do not see them until the night of the
competition.

I suggest other clubs try it, it’s a great competition night, to see how good images are
straight out of the camera.

Roy Maddison.

Eric Miller, BCCs Club Secretary recalls “This is not new to Beeston CC, it ran slides
for many years, I think started by the late Ralph Cliffe, and continued for about 20 years
by the late Alan Clarke, We later went digital, not sure when we dropped it, but perhaps
it was replaced by other current things”.

One Card from the pages of Amateur Photographer



Canon’s

As Canon continues to move towards mirrorless camera development, maybe it’s time
to look back at their last DSLR release in 2019, the EOS 90D enthusiast level APS-C

32.5 mp sensor has all the
whistles and bells that were
added to the mirrorless
cameras; 45 cross type AF
points; 10 frames per second
burst rate; ISO 100-25,600;
4k 30p video; Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth, weather-sealing.

Better spec than the Pro-spec EOS 5D Mark IV and the semi-pro EOS 7D Mark II, so
if your not ready for a mirrorless camera yet, look again at the EOS 90D which also
features the powerful DIGIC 8 processor unit as used in the EOS R and RP mirrorless
full-frame cameras. Body only £990.00 with kit lens £1,160.00.

NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW TECH NEW
Since being released 5 months ago we have not seen or heard much
about the Sony Alpha 1, with Lock-down restriction applied, but as
restriction have been eased the first reports of it’s performance are
filtering through.

Specification: 50.1 full frame BSI CMOS sensor; ISO 50- 102,400;
30fps shooting with AF tracking; 9.44m-dot EVF, 0.9x
magnification;3in, 1,44m-dot tilting LCD; 8K video recording at
30fps.

In design it is similar to the A9 II or the A7R IV except for a different
AF dial and a new door to the dual memory card slots, it still has a screw-on vertical grip
rather that an integrated one like Nikon or Canon Pro cameras, so if the price puts you off,
wait to see which features from the A1 are introduced into the next A7R or A9. Body £6,500.

Canon Rumours report the R3 mirrorless camera release date will be 29/06/21

Canon will also announce the RF 14-35mm f/4L IS USM lens on the same day.

Canon will also release a corrected firmware v1.3.3. for the EOS 5d Mark IV, so if you
download last months firmware v1.3.2. You must now download this version.

Write with your member recommends or
comments to:

bcc.newsletter@protonmail.com
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Weddings/Civil Ceremonies have resumed, and I have found in the past they don’t mind
you taking a few shots, just ask first and don’t get in the way of the official photographer.

They are happening in Churches, Town Hall, Registry Offices and formal gardens that
are licensed for these ceremonies, just get out and investigate, it’s all good practice.

Pubs and Restaurants are using their outside space to serve food and drink, these can
be a good opportunity for candid pictures of people.

Cafe’s are using and claiming outside area’s to
serve food and drink, just look for those photo
opportunities.

At Nottingham Castle, there is a fabulous exhibition of
Paul Smith’s creative designs and workshop, however
no photo’s are allowed, I took this photo of Pauls old
Cameras and BCCs founder member Harold Smith

(pauls dad)
before I was
politely asked
to stop.

The Mini is
not in the
exhibition but
the star
attraction in
the gift shop.



Anyone for TENNIS SH TS
A review of my attendance at the Nottingham Tennis Open Tournament 5th - 13th June
2021. I travelled by car and prepaid £5.00 to park in a field in the neighbouring Hockey
Club, which was well protected by 4 marshal's, who pointed the way to the box office
checkpoint, I was asked to wear a mask anywhere on the grounds except when eating or
drinking and my ticket was checked. Keeping social distancing I was led to a table where
my bag was searched and tagged as safe my camera kit was checked, I had a couple of
telephoto lenses (anything over 300mm are not allowed by the public), I was now in the
tennis club grounds and following the clearly marked one way system to an open air
seating area alongside a large covered restaurant style gazebo with tables and chairs for
the public’s use, outside the Clubhouse there was a well manned Information Kiosk, as I
moved around the outside grass courts the marshal's were friendly with their advice and
instructions to keep emergency exits clear, they were stricter with attendant’s wanting to
join or leave the viewing stands as this detracts the players view of the ball. There was
just one outside catering van with the inevitable queue and brick built toilet’s suffered the
same the same queue problems but they kept moving from what I saw, it’s not easy
getting action shot’s, especially receiving shot’s at over 100mph, it’s all about
anticipation. See my efforts below. Send me pictures of your sport/activity
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